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Introduction

Google Earth is an innovative free browser that permits an explorer or scientist to view a vast collection of aircraft and satellite imagery of the Earth. Like any browser, Google Earth can be programmed by a using markup language, in this case the Keyhole Markup Language (KML). KML permits a user to specify place marks and identifying points on the earth, script tours of selected sites on the earth, and to place image overlays on the earth and the screen. A very powerful feature is the ability to create polygons at altitude which can be extruded to the surface, and even three dimensional structures. All of these can be published to the web as long as the user has the Google Earth server software. This paper explores several environmental satellite applications of Google Earth which include: verification of the Amazon rainforest as a microwave vicarious calibration source, visualization of AMSU inhomogeneous footprints over land and coastlines and visualization of three dimensional atmospheric structure by vertically stacked AMSU fields of view.

Methodology

The visualizations presented in this paper use software written by the author which creates realistic instantaneous fields-of-view (fov) for an instrument with circular aperture on an arbitrary earth projection (Kleespies, 2005). The locations of actual AMSU observations are taken from standard level 1B data files obtained from the NOAA Comprehensive Large Array-data Stewardship System. Each field of view is color-coded based upon the antenna temperature of the observation. The color-coding is accomplished by entering blue-green-red-opacity 32 bit hexadecimal number into the KML description. An example of a single color specification is given in Figure 1.

Given a particular instrument, fov location and satellite height, the aforementioned code will compute the earth locations of a polygon which describes the fov. The author inserted write statements into this code which puts the KML tags around these locations in the output file. The filename is appended with “.kml”. Then all the user needs to do is open the file in Google Earth.

Results

Amazon Rainforest Vicarious Calibration Site

Figure 3 displays a vicarious calibration site in the Amazon region which is used within NOAA for calibrating the AMSU-A. This site was chosen because it was believed to have a homogeneous forest canopy. Figure 4 is a zoomed image of the center of this area. A large deforested area is visible which
in this example impinges on several AMSU-A footprints. Presumably, the deforested area has different emissivity than the forested area. It is not known how old the surface images are in Google Earth. However, it is possible to put recent clear sky MODIS data over the same region in Google Earth in order to evaluate the surface cover.

*Partially Filled Fields-of-View along Coastlines*

Figure 5 presents an image of AMSU-A channel 1 antenna temperatures over Australia. The opacity is set to 100% in this image, which does not allow imaging the underlying surface. The partially filled fov along the coastline are clearly visible, as well as the coastline itself. Figure 6 is the same as Fig. 5, but at 50% opacity. This permits some of the surface features to be visible, verifying the coastline alignment.

*Three Dimensional Atmospheric Structure Demonstrated by Stacked AMSU Fields-of-View*

Figure 7 displays a three-dimensional representation of atmospheric structure over Brazil. This is produced by stacking all fifteen AMSU-A channels vertically. No attempt has been made to place the individual channel ellipses at the peaks of their respective weighting functions: some channels would be too close to resolve. Rather, they are separated by 10 km. The result clearly shows the atmosphere cooling through the troposphere, and then warming through the stratosphere. Note however that the top ellipse represents channel 15, which is the 89 GHz window channel, and thus is modulated by surface, not atmospheric properties.

The power of Google Earth cannot be demonstrated in a static presentation such as this paper. By manipulating the navigation controls of the browser, the user can fly through a presentation such as Fig. 7, and explore the 3-D structure of the atmosphere.

**Summary**

Google Earth is a powerful visualization tool that was originally intended for exploring the earth’s surface. This paper presents a few ideas of how to exploit this tool for atmospheric studies as well.
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Figure 1. Example of color specification in KML. This code defines color016 to be hex values of 7F for transparency (50%), 4D for blue, 00 for green and 00 for red. This will yield a moderately blue polygon through which the surface will be visible.

Figure 2. Example of an ellipse definition in KML using the color definition in Fig. 1. Note that each tag has an accompanying closing tag. The coordinates given on each line are latitude, longitude and elevation in meters.
Figure 3. Vicarious Calibration area over Amazon rainforest outlined by green wall. AMSUA fields of view outlined in white to emphasize the underlying surface features.

Figure 4. Zoom in of Amazon vicarious calibration site showing deforested area, which presumably will have different emissivity from surrounding forest.
Figure 5. AMSU Channel 1 antenna temperatures over Australia at 100% Opacity. This image clearly shows the partially filled fields of view at coastlines. It is coincidental that the color representing the coded antenna temperatures is the same color as the Google Earth ocean color.

Figure 6. Same as Fig. 5 but with 50% opacity.
Figure 7. All fifteen AMSU-A channels stacked at 10km intervals. From the surface to the top, the channels can be seen to cool through the troposphere, and warm through the stratosphere. Channel 15 at the top is actually a surface channel and thus responds to surface properties.
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